Heart of Darkness
Black bowl blues
Steve harrison
Over the many years that I have struggled to engage with my
dark materials, I have observed an engaging relationship
develop between my inner powerhouse of angst and the energy
that is required to create objects of beauty.
In harvesting my dark energy, I have created my own dark
matter. I have extracted energy from the darkness. Lightness
from my dark materials, and something from nothing, in the
sense that none of these darkly weathered stones were known of
before I discovered their whereabouts and how it was best to
manipulate their inner secrets to extract their uniqueness and
liberate their possibilities for beauty. And there is deep beauty
here.

Fig. 1. Grey blue celadon over Balmoral Blackware washed stone body, showing
red/black iron concentration at the rim.

I am lucky to have the luxury and freedom to fritter away my
life collecting rocks, shales, gravel and ashes, sitting for long
periods staring at the landscape or working slowly with a mortar
and pestle, and a sieve and bucket, trying to coax something a

little bit unexpected from my intensely personal interactions
with my locality, its landscape, rocks and minerals, its ‘terroir’,
reflecting on the long hours spent at the potters wheel
attempting to discover the bowl less potted.
Just as Conrad takes us on a layered journey deep into the dark
continent and into the darkness within the man, I have walked
deep into valleys and gullies, places that few people have visited
in my locality, and likewise I have seen my inner darkness. I’ve
explored the road less traveled. The rewards are variable, always
unknowable, sometimes great, but most often not, and for very
long periods, it is hard to identify anything that has any meaning
at all. I once visited a regional café where the science writer Dr
Karl Kruselniski had written the graffiti, “It’s not that life has no
meaning, it’s just that the signal to noise ratio is very low!”

Fig. 2. Southern Highlands vista, these valleys and ridges contain many small
interesting deposits of weathered rock.

I have taken years of concentrated research to make these bowls,
selecting only the most unique and individual pieces that
express my desire for individuality and otherness. I am surprised
that no other potter that I am aware of is making work with a

similar thesis to this. These pieces are like no other, in that their
specific provenance is known from their source in the soil to
their ultimate exhibition in the Gallery.
No one makes clay like this anymore and I think that it is a
shame, I don’t do it to keep the thing alive - it’s dead.
Economics killed it decades ago. Along with so many other
aspects of our ceramic history, many for the better, most aren’t
missed, but a few things seem worth persevering with and
extracting clay by hand just might be one of them. I don’t even
use clay at all anymore in the usual sense. I’ve slowly made the
change-over to weathered rock fragments, because I couldn’t
find good reliable plastic clay in the usual sense, so I
experimented with what I could find. This is a frontier that isn’t
currently being thought of, it isn’t even on the radar, but in
amongst those decomposing rock fragments there is the
beginnings of clay. On the surface of each rock granule there is
a tiny layer of clay particles that has been liberated from the
dying stone as it decomposes slowly over the millennia, slowly
self-destructing, turning atom by atom imperceptibly into clay.
No one knows that it is even there, but I’ve been lucky enough
to stumble across this fascinating, intensely black body, and
what a joy it is to look at and handle.

Fig 3. Opalescent blue bowl made from fruit tree prunings ash and floated
felspar with bai-tunze stone, washed silica and organically separated
phosphate.

I extract my clay by hand, slowly, by scraping and selecting as I
go, to get just the right fraction that I’m interested in
experimenting with. This is spread out thinly to dry on the
workshop floor and then roughly crushed to reduce the size of
the rock fragments so that when I stir them vigorously in a
bucket of water the clay particles will be rinsed off the surface
of the stones and left dissolved in the water. I’ve discovered that
this is best done by hand. When a machine is used it breaks up
the rock too much creating something far too rock-like and not
clayey enough – something almost glaze-like. Stirring is gentle
and achieves the purpose exactly, although it is mind-numbingly
slow, it allows time for thought and introspection.

Fig. 4. Washed gravel blackware body slip drying on the drying bed.

This process is repeated over and over, discarding the little stone
particles that have given up their precious kaolin coating, slowly
building up a clay slip in the bucket, which is then left to
flocculate and settle by the addition of dilute acid before
decanting. I’m told that old left-over red wine will work well for
this purpose, but I’ve seldom seen any red wine that was bad
enough to be left to turn to vinegar. So I’m forced to buy both
vinegar as well as wine! My son is a Chef, when he was a
student he told me that one of the first things that he was taught
was how to make a sauce. You take 20 kgs of beef bones and
roast them slowly in the oven, then place them in a very large
pan covered with water. This is brought to the boil and then
reduced to a slow simmer for a very long time, possibly days or
until the water has become a thick and concentrated essence of
beef marrow sauce. I’m reminded of Carlo Petrini, and the slow
food movement. My work is perhaps the ceramic equivalent, the
slow clay movement. I’m not doing this because it’s somehow

fasionable like with food, it is in fact quite ridiculous, who in
their right mind would do this? Certainly nobody else that I
know of, I do this because it is the only way that I can find at the
moment that can produce a clay body like this, this intensely
black, ludicrously iron-rich local clay body, a metaphor for me
and for Australia.

Fig. 5. Grey blue guan/celadon glaze developed from my native ‘Joadja’ bai tunze
porcelain stone over Balmoral Blackware washed stone body

I spent the first 6 months of this year liberating and
concentrating the clays for this show. This clay embodies the
essential integrity, the essence, the terroir of my intellect’s
integration with this region. I feel strongly that someone ought
to be doing this, I guess it’s me because I love the result so
much, a result that can’t be gained in any other way, this jetblack, dry matt surface is so rich and dark and rewarding, like a
plum pudding made with suet. What it brings out from my
ground rock glazes when wood fired using hand selected local
fuel is something special which gives this work its marque.
It is a truism that “there is no such thing as perfection, only the
idea of it” and so it is with the search for a perfect bowl. Or
rather the imperfect bowl. I’m always looking in the kiln to see
if I can find that elusive bowl. I look and I look, but I consider
myself fortunate if I find just one that is close to my liking,

something not ‘perfect’, but otherly beautied. Something
intrinsically interesting beyond the stultifying perfection of
modern mass market computerized production, something
visually engaging and intellectually stimulating, yet elegantly
simple, something handmade by a real person, full of
imperfections, something that carries its own story embedded in
its form and surface, within its marks and scars.

Fig. 6. Grey green granite celadon over Balmoral Blackware washed stone body,
showing yellow/white natural ash deposit

These bowls tell their story, if you give them time. I have had to
make them thicker than I have been inclined to in the past, to
increase their strength, as this clay is fragile and sensitive. I
have had to fire each one on an individually crafted ceramic
plaque to prevent it melting into the kiln shelf. Traces of their
endurance in the wood fired kiln remain embedded in the foot
ring and the ground-rock glazes, which have developed a rich
dark patina with rusty iron rims where the glaze has melted
away, thickening at the foot in some instances revealing an
opacity and opulent richness that I don’t often see. There are
occasionally tiny fragments of my hand made local weathered
white-bauxite fire bricks embedded into the softening glaze as
these inferior, hand made, but locally produced fire bricks
slowly spall away. The outer surface of these bowls is

sometimes blushed to opalescent blue or yellow with small
deposits of natural fly ash from the firing. It is all there to be
read, it’s an interesting story, but you must be patient to read it.

Fig. 7. Pale quartz porphyry glaze over Balmoral Blackware washed stone body,
developing opalescence where it interacts with the natural ash deposit

I have decided that I want fewer things around me in my life,
but of those things that I do have, I want them to have meaning,
to engage my intellect, to enrich me. It is my intention that these
simple and unique bowls will enrich the lives of those that
contemplate their beauty, their making, and their meaning. Just
as the making of them has enriched my existence, I believe that
there is ‘mana’ here for those who want to look.

Fig 8. Blackware bowl with opalescent glaze

Fig. 9. Highly felspathic blue celadon over Balmoral Blackware washed stone body,
showing rich metallic iron rim.

This collection of apparently simple bowls is the result of long
periods of experimentation, of crushed stones, of hand made
clay and handmade firebricks, a multitude of failures, endless
recalculations, reflections, many firings at different
temperatures, experiments with different and previously untried
sources of fuel from garden and orchard prunings – and
considerable angst. The darkness is there, it is a constant, it
sometimes dominates, but ultimately there is beauty.
The result is I believe, some very subtle and gentle surfaces and
forms that although quite dark, are nevertheless subtly beautiful
and engaging.
The beauty, the beauty!
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